
 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC B1a Microscopes 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What does a microscope do? makes small objects appear larger/magnifies  
small objects 

 

2 What part of a microscope do you look through?  eyepiece lens  

3 Which part of a microscope do you use to get a  
clear image? 

the focusing wheel  

4 If an average height person in Year 10 is magnified  
600 times, how tall will they be compared to the  
tallest building in the world, which is 828 m tall?  

about the same height; the Burj Khalifa, Dubai i
s  828 m tall 

 

5 Put these in order of size, biggest first: atom,  
animal cell, cell nucleus, muscle tissue, protein  
molecule, water molecule. 

muscle tissue, animal cell, cell nucleus, protein  
molecule, water molecule, atom  

 

6 A microscope has a ×5 eyepiece lens and a ×5  
objective lens. What is the total magnification? 

×25; 5 × 5 = 25  

7 A human hair has a width of 100 µm but appears  
20 mm wide in a photo. What magnification is the  
photo? 

×200; 20 mm = 20 000 µm; 20 000 ÷ 100 = 200  

8 How many millimetres are there in a metre?  1000  

9 What unit is 1000 times smaller than a millimetre? micrometre, µm  

10 What is the unit symbol for a nanometre?  nm  

TOPIC B1b Plant and animal cells 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is an estimation? an approximate value  

2 Name one part you could find in a plant cell but not an 
animal cell. 

cell wall, chloroplasts, permanent vacuole  

3 What process happens in a mitochondrion? aerobic respiration  

4 What is one function of a plant cell’s permanent 
vacuole? 

to help keep the cell rigid/to store substances  

5 In which part of a plant cell is cell sap stored? vacuole  

6 In which part of a cell would you find chromosomes? nucleus  

7 When you look down a microscope, what is the area 
that you see called? 

field of view  

8 Why can an electron microscope detect smaller 
structures in cells than a light microscope? 

it has better magnification and better 
resolution 

 

9 What is a picture taken with a microscope called? micrograph  

10 Some microscope pictures have a small line drawn on 
them with information about how long the line is 
when unmagnified. What is this line called? 

scale bar  

TOPIC B1c Specialised cells 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 List three sub-cellular structures that are usually 
found in animal cells. 

any three from: cell membrane, nucleus, 
mitochondria, ribosomes 

 

2 List three sub-cellular structures found in plant cells 
but not in animal cells. 

large permanent vacuole, chloroplasts, cell wall  

3 Which cell structure controls what enters and leaves 
the cell? 

cell membrane  

4 Which cell structure controls how the cell works? nucleus  

5 In which cell structure does respiration mainly take 
place? 

mitochondria  

6 Which plant cell structure contains chlorophyll? chloroplast  

7 What is the function of the cell structure that contains 
chlorophyll? 

to capture energy from light for 
photosynthesis/to produce glucose using 
photosynthesis 

 

8 Describe the function of the structure that surrounds 
plant cells, but not animal cells. 

supports and protects the cell  

9 What is the function of ribosomes? manufacture of proteins  

10 What are gametes? sex cells  

TOPIC B1d Inside bacteria 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 A bacterium is 20 µm long. How long is it in metres? 0.00002 m  

2 A bacterium is 5 µm wide. How wide is it in 
nanometres? 

500 nm  

3 What part of an animal cell controls the cell’s 
activities? 

nucleus  

4 What do ribosomes make? proteins  

5 Name one part that a plant cell might have but an 
animal cell would not. 

chloroplast, permanent large vacuole, cell wall  

6 What do bacteria use to move themselves? flagella  

7 Animal and plant cells are eukaryotic. What word 
describes bacterial cells? 

prokaryotic  

8 Name one structure that an animal cell would have 
but a bacterial cell would not. 

nucleus, mitochondria  

9 What is this format for numbers called: A × 10n? standard form  

10 What is 1 × 106  m written as an ordinary number? 1 000 000 m  

TOPIC B1e Enzymes and nutrition 

Q Question Answer revised 



 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Name two substances that might be found in the 
cytoplasm of an egg cell to provide energy. 

carbohydrate or starch, lipid or fat or oil  

2 Egg cells also contain protein. Which cell structure 
makes proteins? 

ribosome  

3 In which system of the body is food broken down? digestive system  

4 Why do we need to break food down? because the molecules in food are too large to 
cross cell membranes 

 

5 In which organ of the body is digested food absorbed? small intestine  

6 Which group of molecules help to digest food? enzymes  

7 Give one example of the group of molecules that you 
named in Question 5. 

any suitable example, such as amylase, 
protease, lipase 

 

8 What does a sperm cell use enzymes for? to digest a path through the jelly coat of the 
egg cell 

 

9 Do plants contain enzymes? yes – they control many reactions inside plant 
cells 

 

10 Name a part of a plant where you might find enzymes. anywhere a reaction takes place, e.g. in 
chloroplasts for photosynthesis, in 
mitochondria for respiration, where starch 
grains are made 

 

TOPIC B1f Enzyme action 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What are the subunits (small molecules) that make up 
carbohydrates? 

simple sugars, e.g. glucose  

2 Which two kinds of subunits form lipids (fats and oils)? fatty acids and glycerol  

3 Which kind of large biological molecule are enzymes? proteins  

4 Which subunits make up enzymes? amino acids  

5 Amylase is a kind of enzyme. Where is it found? mouth/salivary glands and small 
intestine/pancreas 

 

6 What is a catalyst? The molecule that an enzyme joins with at the 
start of a reaction. 

 

7 Why are enzymes called biological catalysts? They are molecules found inside living 
organisms that speed up the rate of reactions. 

 

8 What is a substrate? A molecule that is changed in a reaction  

9 What is the substrate for amylase? starch  

10 Starch synthase is an enzyme that catalyses the 
synthesis of starch. Explain what this means. 

The enzyme combines with subunits/small 
sugar molecules and helps them join together 
to form starch. 

 

TOPIC B1g Enzyme activity 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What are the subunits of enzymes? amino acids  

2 Why do different enzymes have different 3D shapes? The amino acids are arranged in a different 
order in different proteins. 

 

3 Which kind of large organic molecule does a protease proteins  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

digest? 

4 Which kind of enzyme would break down a food stain 
made by sunflower oil? 

lipase  

5 What is the name of the part of an enzyme into which 
the substrate fits? 

active site  

6 Why do most enzymes only work with one substrate? Only substrates with the same shape as the 
active site can sit in the site and take part in the 
reaction. 

 

7 Enzymes are specific to their substrate. What does 
this mean? 

The enzyme will only work with particular 
substrates – those substrates that have the 
right shape. 

 

8 Which term describes an enzyme in which the active 
site has permanently changed shape? 

denatured  

9 What effect does a large change of shape of an 
enzyme's active site have on how the enzyme works? 

The enzyme no longer works.  

10 Give two examples of changes in the cell environment 
that could cause the active site to change shape. 

pH, temperature  

TOPIC B1h Transporting substances 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Which cell structure surrounds every kind of cell? cell surface membrane  

2 What is the function of this cell structure? to control what enters and leaves the cell  

3 Name one gas that a cell needs to take in from its 
surroundings, and explain your answer. 

oxygen needed for respiration/to release 
energy in mitochondria; carbon dioxide needed 
for photosynthesis 

 

4 Name one other substance that a cell needs to take in 
from its surroundings, and explain your answer. 

any suitable answer, such as glucose/sugar 
needed for respiration 

 

5 Carbon dioxide is produced inside a cell and moves there is an overall movement of gas particles  



 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB2a Mitosis 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is found in the nucleus of a cell? DNA or chromosomes  

2 
Name two components, apart from a nucleus, that are found in both 
animal and plant cells. 

e.g. cell membrane, 
cytoplasm, mitochondria, 
ribosomes 

 

3 Name two components that are only found in plant cells and not animal 
cells. 

e.g. cell wall, large 
permanent vacuole, 
chloroplast 

 

4 What is a prokaryotic cell? a cell without a nucleus  

5 What is a eukaryotic cell? A cell with a nucleus  

6 Which of the following is the smallest unit: picometre, micrometre, 
millimetre, nanometre? 

picometre 
 

7 What is the function of the jelly coat around an egg cell? to ensure that only one 
sperm cell can enter 

 

8 Describe the basic function of a light microscope. to magnify things  

9 Why do we need new cells? 
for growth, repair and to be 
able to reproduce 

 

10 
In human cells, what is a chromosome? 

a structure found in nuclei, 
containing a DNA molecule 

 

 

TOPIC CB2b Growth in Animals 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 
List three main features that are usually found in animal cells. 

any three from: nucleus, cell 
membrane, cytoplasm, 
mitochondria 

 

2 
Which cell structure controls what enters and leaves the cell? 

Cell membrane  

3 
Which cell structure controls how the cell works? 

nucleus  

4 In which cell structure does respiration mainly take place? 
mitochondria 

 

out of the cell by diffusion. What does this mean? from where there are more of them to where 
there are fewer 

6 Name one other substance that is made inside a cell 
and leaves the cell. 

any suitable substance, such as enzymes or 
hormones that are secreted 

 

7 Name two substances that plants take in from the soil 
through their roots. 

water and dissolved mineral salts  

8 There is a 5% sucrose solution and a 10% sucrose 
solution. Which solution has the higher concentration 
of sucrose? 

10% solution  

9 Two beakers contain the same volume of solution. 
One is a 10% sodium chloride solution, the other is a 
5% sodium chloride solution. Which beaker contains 
more water molecules? 

5% solution  

10 Digested food substances are absorbed from the small 
intestine into the body. At the start of this process, in 
which place are they in highest concentration – in the 
body or in the small intestine? 

small intestine  



5 Describe one feature of a human sperm cells that is different from 
other human cells. 

any suitable answer, such as 
has a tail 

 

6 Describe the function of the feature of the sperm cell you described in 
question 5. 

answer based on response 
to question 5, such as tail 
helps sperm swim 

 

7 What type of cell division forms two identical daughter cells? mitosis  

8 
In which stage of the cell cycle are the chromosomes duplicated? 

interphhase  

9 In which stage of the cell cycle, at the end of mitosis, does the one cell 
divide into two? 

cytokinesis  

10 What term describes a cell that has two sets of chromosomes? diploid  

 

TOPIC CB2c Growth in Plants 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 List three main features that are usually found in both plant and animal 
cells. 

any three from: cell 
membrane, cytoplasm, 
nucleus, mitochondria, 
ribosomes 

 

2 List three features found in plant cells but not in animal cells. large permanent vacuole, 
chloroplasts, cell wall 

 

3 Define the term ‘growth’. an increase in cell number 
and size 

 

4 Which cell structure in plants contains chlorophyll? chloroplast  

5 
What is the function of the cell structure that contains chlorophyll? 

to capture energy from light 
for photosynthesis 

 

6 Many plant cells have a large structure filled with sap. Name this 
structure. 

large permanent vacuole  

7 Give two functions of the cell structure filled with sap. to store cell sap and help 
keep the cell firm and rigid 

 

8 Name the structure that surrounds all plant cells (but not animal cells). cell wall  

9 Describe the function of the structure that surrounds plant cells, but 
not animal cells. 

supports and protects the 
cell 

 

10 How are roots adapted to absorbing water and mineral salts from the 
ground? 

Root hair cells have long 
extensions into the soil that 
increase the surface area for 
absorption. 

 

 

TOPIC CB2d stem cells 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Where are plant meristems found?  tips of plant shoots and 
roots (also just inside bark of 
trees) 

 

2 What happens in a plant meristem? Cells divide rapidly by 
mitosis as the plant grows. 

 

3 What type of cell is found in meristems? unspecialised/stem cells  

4 What happens during cell differentiation? Cells develop special 
features that help them 
carry out a particular 
function. 

 

5 Why is cell differentiation important to plants and animals? Specialised cells are more 
effective at carrying out 
different functions in the 
body. 

 

6 
A root hair cell is a specialised cell. What is its function? to absorb water and 

 



dissolved mineral salts from 
the soil 

7 How is a root hair cell specialised to carry out its function? It has a long extension into 
the soil that increases the 
surface area for absorption. 

 

8 What is the function of a xylem vessel? to carry water and mineral 
salts through the plant 

 

9 Explain how one specialisation of a xylem vessel helps it carry out its 
function. 

any one from: thickened 
wall to prevent collapse of 
tube/withstand pressure of 
water; no cell cytoplasm and 
lost cell walls to form long 
tubes through which water 
flows up the plant; small 
holes in thick cell wall so 
water can pass into and out 
of the vessel from 
surrounding cells 

 

10 Name on feature, other than mass, that could be measured to show 
growth in a plant. 

any suitable measure that 
will show change over time, 
such as: height, tree girth, 
leaf area, number of leaves 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB2e The Nervous System 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Name the type of cell division that cells use to make identical copies of 
themselves. 

mitosis  

2 What type of cell has the ability to differentiate into specialised cells? stem cell  

3 
In what organ system would you find nerve cells? 

the nervous system  

4 Are nerve cells diploid or haploid? diploid  

5 
What part of a nerve cell contains chromosomes? 

nucleus  

6 What part of a nerve cell makes proteins? the ribosomes  

7 Nerve cells require a lot of energy. What cell structure would you 
expect them to have a lot of? 

mitochondria  

8 What is a nerve cell specialised to do? carry electrical 
signals/impulses 

 

9 
List your senses. touch, hearing ,sight, taste, 

smell, balance, heat 
detection and plenty of 
others 

 

10 State the name of one organ in the nervous system. brain, spinal cord or nerves, 
or a named sense organ 

 

 

TOPIC CB2f Neurotransmission speeds 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What type of cells detect stimuli? receptor cells  

2 In which sense organ would you find receptor cells that detect sound 
waves? 

the ear  

3 
What are the electrical signals used in the nervous system called? 

impulses  

4 List, in order, the organs that an impulse goes through from the hand to nerve(s), spinal cord  



the brain. 

5 
What are the two long ‘arms’ of a sensory neurone called? 

dendron and axon  

6 List, in order, the parts of a sensory neurone that an impulse goes 
through. 

dendrite, dendron, axon, 
axon terminal 

 

7 Why are sensory neurones so long? to carry impulses quickly 
over long distances 

 

8 What is the name of the fatty sheath that can surround dendrons and 
axons? 

myelin sheath  

9 
What does the myelin sheath do? speeds up transmission of 

impulses, insulates neurones 
from each other 

 

10 An effector is part of the body that carried out a response due to a 
stimulus. Suggest the name of one effector. 

muscle or gland  

 

 

 

TOPIC CB3a Meiosis 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is the control centre of a cell called?  Nucleus  

2 What structures are found inside the nucleus?  chromosomes  

3 What substance forms a long strand in each chromosome?  DNA  

4 How do body cells make copies of themselves?  cell division, mitosis  

5 How many chromosomes are there in a human body cell nucleus? 46  

6 What happens in fertilisation? The gametes fuse  

7 What is the name of the cell formed in fertilisation?  zygote, fertilised egg cell  

8 What would happen to the number of chromosomes in a zygote if two 
body cells were used in fertilisation?  

it would have twice the 
number it should 

 

9 How many chromosomes does a human gamete contain? 23  

10 The DNA strand in a chromosome contains sections that contain 
instructions for characteristics. What are these sections called?  

gene  

 

TOPIC CB3b DNA 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What molecule forms the genome of an organism?  DNA  

2 Where are genes found?  (in sections of DNA) on 
chromosomes 

 

3 What does a gene carry the instructions for?  Making a protein  

4 A protein is made by linking together smaller molecules. What are these 
smaller molecules called?  

Amino acids  

5 What is any molecule made of repeating units called? A polymer  

6 A human cell contains 46 strands of DNA. Is it diploid or haploid? Diploid  

7 Are the cells produced by meiosis haploid or diploid? Haploid  

8 Are the cells produced by mitosis haploid or diploid? Diploid  

9 What shape is DNA?  Double helix  

10 What is a chromosome made out of? DNA and proteins (to 
package the DNA) 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB3c Alleles 

Q Question Answer revised 



1 What shape is a DNA molecule?  Double helix  

2 What part of a DNA strand contains the instructions for a protein?  gene  

3 What are the letters of the bases that form the DNA code?  A, T, C and G  

4 How do these bases pair up in DNA?  A with T, C with G  

5 Apart from bases, what other parts are needed in a DNA molecule? phosphate group, sugar  

6 What is one phosphate group, one sugar and one base called? Nucleotide  

7 Why is DNA a polymer? It is made of many 
nucleotides joined in a 
chain. 

 

8 Why are proteins polymers?  They are made of many 
amino acids joined in a 
chain. 

 

9 What is a zygote?  a fertilised egg cell  

10 Why do people have naturally different colours of hair?  They have slightly different 
genes. 

 

 

TOPIC CB3d Inheritance 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What are different versions of the same gene called?  Allele  

2 What sort of variation do alleles cause in organisms?  genetic variation  

3 When we consider one gene, what word is used to say that both alleles 
are the same?  

homozygous  

4 If a dominant allele has the letter A, how would you show that an 
organism is heterozygous? 

Aa  

5 What word describes the characteristics caused by the alleles of a gene? Phenotype  

6 What word describes the alleles of a gene found in an organism?  Genotype  

7 What word describes an allele that only has an effect if an organism has 
two copies?  

recessive  

8 A genotype is written QQ. What does this tell you? It is homozygous for the 
dominant allele. 

 

9 What is a probability? the chance of an event 
occurring 

 

10 If the occurrence of an event has a probability of 1, what does this mean?  It is certain to occur.  

 

TOPIC CB3e Gene Mutation 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Name the two types of cell division.  mitosis and meiosis  

2 Which type of cell division produces sex cells?  meiosis  

3 What happens to the chromosomes in a nucleus just before cell division 
starts?  

Chromosomes are 
copied/duplicated. 

 

4 Which subunits are proteins made of?  amino acids  

5 Name the four bases in DNA. adenine, thymine, cytosine, 
guanine 

 

6 What is the name given to part of a DNA molecule that codes for a 
protein? 

gene  

7 Why do different pieces of DNA produce different proteins? because they have different 
sequences of bases/produce 
different sequences of 
amino acids 

 

8 Why can DNA be matched to the person it came from?  Everybody has a slightly 
different  order of bases in 
their DNA. 

 

9 True or false: 50 per cent of a boy’s genes come from his mother.  true  

10 If we all have the same genes, why do we look different? We have inherited different  



alleles. 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB4a Evidence of Human Evolution 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is this a definition of: ‘A group of organisms that can reproduce 
with one another, producing offspring that can also reproduce’? 

species  

2 
What is the scientific name for the modern human species?  

Homo sapiens  

3 From what type of creature are modern humans thought to have 
evolved? 

apes  

4 What are the remains of organisms that have been turned into rock 
called? 

fossils  

5 Sedimentary rock exists in layers, one of top of another. Which layers 
are the youngest? 

upper layers (top layers)  

6 Which substance did early human-like animals make tools out of? 
wood, stone 

 

7 Why do we only find the stone tools now? The wooden ones have 
rotted away. 

 

8 Which of these three species is most closely related to modern 
humans and how can you tell: Homo habilis;  Australopithecus 
afarensis or Ardipithecus ramidus ? 

Homo habilis, because the 
first word of its scientific 
name is the same as that of 
modern humans 

 

9 On which continent are the oldest human-like fossils found? 
Africa 

 

10 
What is this a definition of: ‘A gradual change in the characteristics of 
a species over time’? 

evolution  

 

TOPIC CB4b Darwin’s Theory 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 
What is this a definition of: ‘A gradual change in the characteristics of 
a species over time’?  

evolution  

2 
Where does the evidence come from that humans evolved?  

fossils, stone tools  

3 
Over how many years can scientists trace human evolution?  

millions, 4–5 million years  

4 Name one trend that has occurred in the bodies of human-like species 
as they have evolved over millions of years. 

walking upright, feet with 
short toes, larger brains, 
flatter faces, taller skulls, 
etc. 

 

5 What are the differences in characteristics between two organisms 
called? 

variation 
 

6 One type of variation is ‘environmental variation’, in which the 
environment causes variation in characteristics. What is the other 
form of variation called? 

inherited variation, genetic 
variation 

 

7 What type of variation causes some sandpiper birds to have longer 
beaks than others? 

inherited variation, genetic 
variation. 

 

8 
Suggest one reason why polar bears are better adapted than black 
bears to living in the Arctic.  

sensible suggestion, such as 
they are white and so can 
avoid being seen against the 
snow by their prey 

 

9 What is the name of the scientist who is most well known for 
developing a theory about evolution? 

Charles Darwin  



10 Some scientists think that a species called Homo heidelbergensis 
evolved into both Homo neanderthalensis and Homo sapiens. What is 
a species that evolves into two species like this called? 

common ancestor  

 

TOPIC CB4c Classification  

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is the scientific name for modern humans? Homo sapiens  

2 What do we call the system of scientific naming? binomial system  

3 Suggest the environmental change that resulted in the evolution of 
African elephants’ large ears. 

Increase in temperature – 
make sure you realise that 
the change did not cause the 
elephants to ‘want to’ 
evolve. 

 

4 Suggest the environmental change that resulted in the evolution of 
woolly mammoths’ hairiness. 

decrease in temperature  

5 
Suggest the environmental change that resulted in the evolution of long 
legs in various animals.  

Sensible suggestions 
include: increase in numbers 
of a predator (being taller 
helps prey to see predators 
from further away or allows 
faster running or stronger 
kicking), decrease in food 
available at lower levels (so 
they can reach fruits/leaves 
higher  up in trees). 

 

6 What process does Darwin’s theory use to explain how evolution 
occurs? 

natural selection  

7 The binomial name for the African bush elephant is Loxodonta Africana. 
What genus does it belong to? 

Loxodonta  

8 Humpback whales and dolphins are thought to  have evolved from an 
animal that lived about 40 million years ago. What is an animal that 
evolved into different species like this called? 

common ancestor  

9 Elephants belong to the animal kingdom. What other kingdoms are 
there? 

plants, fungi, 
protists/protoctists, 
prokaryotes 

 

10 State one way in which the cells of bacteria are different to those of 
animals, plants, fungi and protists. 

State one way in which the 
cells of bacteria are different 
to those of animals, plants, 
fungi and protists. 

 

 

TOPIC CB4d Breeds and Varieties  

Q Question Answer revised 

1 
Cattle, wheat and mushrooms are all farmed. What kingdoms do they 
belong to?  

cattle – animals; wheat – 
plants; mushrooms – fungi 
 

 

2 The scientific name for cattle is Bos taurus. What genus do they belong 
to 

Bos  

3 Wild yaks are Bos mutus. Describe some features of wild yaks. e.g. hairy coat, horns, stand 
on four legs, long tail, long 
face – any sensible 
suggestions that show that 
yaks are similar to cattle. 

 

4 Bos mutus and Bos taurus share a common ancestor about 1 million 
years ago. What process caused them to evolve in different ways? 

natural selection 
 



 

5 What domain do Bos mutus and Bos taurus belong to? Eukarya   

6 
Why are these two species in the Eukarya domain?  They have 

nuclei/mitochondria in their 
cells. 

 

7 Name the other two domains Bacteria, Archaea.  

8 The three-domain system was developed because while Archaea 
looked like bacteria/prokaryotes they had other characteristics more 
like plants and animals. What were these other characteristics? 

They have genes containing 
unused sections of DNA. 

 

9 There are about 800 different types of farm cattle that all belong to 
the same species. What is the name for different types of the same 
species of animal? 

breeds  

10 What is the name for different types of the same species of plant? varieties  

 

 

TOPIC CB4e Genes in  Agriculture and medicine  

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Different types of the same species of animal are called breeds. What 
are different types of the same species of plant called? 

varieties  

2 What term describes humans choosing certain organisms because 
they have useful characteristics? 

artificial selection  

3 
What is the name of the process in which new breeds and varieties of 
organisms are created using artificial selection?  

selective breeding  

4 Give an example of a species of animal that has been produced by 
selective breeding. 

any sensible suggestion, e.g. 
dogs 

 

5 
What word describes all the DNA in an organism?  

genome  

6 What is the name of the process in which genes from one organism 
are transferred into the genome of another organism? 

genetic engineering  

7 What three-letter abbreviation is given to organisms that have been 
genetically engineered? 

GMO  

8 What word describes the amount of useful product that can be 
obtained from a farmed plant or animal? 

yield  

9 
Suggest a characteristic that would be useful in a new variety of 
lettuce.  

any sensible suggestion, e.g. 
better taste, quicker 
growing, greater yield, 
disease resistance 

 

10 Suggest a characteristic that would be useful in a new breed of sheep. any sensible suggestion, e.g. 
leaner meat, quicker 
growing, greater yield, 
disease resistance, ability to 
withstand certain 
conditions, more wool 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB5a Health and disease 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Which cell structure is found in plant and animal cells but not in bacterial 
cells? 

nucleus  

2 Give one example of a disease that can be caught from another person. any communicable  



/infectious disease, e.g. flu 
or a cold 

3 Give an example of a disease that is not passed from person to person. any non-communicable 
disease, e.g. cancer, 
diabetes 

 

4 Name a type of organism that can cause disease. any one from: bacterium, 
virus, protist, fungus 

 

5 Suggest one way in which infectious diseases are spread. any suitable method, e.g. by 
sneezing, in air, in water, by 
touching faeces 

 

6 What might a doctor give to someone who has a bacterial disease? antibiotic  

7 Give one symptom of flu. any one from: high 
temperature/fever, aches, 
runny nose, sore throat 

 

8 What does the immune system do? protects against infection  

9 Which term describes bacteria that are not harmed by an antibiotic? antibiotic resistant  

10 Describe one thing you can do to stay healthy. any suitable answer such as: 
avoid infection, get regular 
exercise, eat a good diet, 
avoid stress 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB5b Non-communicable diseases 

Q Question Answer revised 



1 Which term means when part or all of the body is not working properly 
for a reason other than  injury? 

disease  

2 Lung cancer, as a result of smoking, is which kind of disease? non-communicable/lifestyle 
disease 

 

3 Which kinds of disease do pathogens cause? communicable/infectious 
diseases 

 

4 What is meant when two factors are correlated? They change in a similar 
way. 

 

5 Give one reason why a person with one disease  may be more likely to 
get another disease. 

anything similar to: first 
disease damages immune 
system, first disease 
damages natural barriers to 
infection, first disease 
damages organ system 

 

6 What is meant by causation? A change in something 
makes something else 
happen. 

 

7 The WHO definition of health includes physical  well-being. Give an 
example of physical well-being. 

anything similar to: absence 
of disease, healthy diet, 
sleeping well, regular 
activity, limiting the intake 
of harmful substances 

 

8 Give an example of social well-being.  anything similar to: how well 
you get on with people, how 
your surroundings affect you 

 

9 Give an example of mental well-being. anything similar to: feeling 
happy, feeling good about 
yourself 

 

10 Which type of disease are scurvy and anaemia examples of? deficiency diseases/diseases 
due to poor diet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOPIC CB5c Cardiovascular disease 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Is alcoholic liver cirrhosis a communicable or non-communicable disease?  non-communicable  

2 Explain your answer to question 1. cannot be passed from 
person to person 

 

3 Which type of disease is passed from parent to offspring in their genes?  genetic disease   

4 What causes malnutrition? a poor diet/diet without the 
right balance of nutrients 

 

5 What causes a deficiency disease?  not getting enough of a 
nutrient from food 

 

6 Give one example of a deficiency disease? any suitable answer such as 
anaemia, kwashiorkor, 
scurvy 

 

7 Give an example of a lifestyle factor that is linked to disease.  any suitable answer such as 
diet, exercise, smoking, 
alcohol consumption 

 

8 If the amount of alcohol a person drinks increases, how will their risk of 
liver disease change? 

increase  

9 What is the function of the liver that makes it particularly likely to be 
damaged by alcohol? driving 

It breaks down toxic 
substances including 
alcohol. 

 

10 Describe one problem that alcohol consumption causes for society. any suitable answer such as 
cost of treating people with 
liver disease, loss of working 
days, increased risk of 
deaths by drink 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB5d Pathogens 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is cardiovascular disease?  disease of the heart and/or 
circulatory system 

 

2 Is cardiovascular disease communicable or non-communicable? non-communicable  

3 Name two ways of measuring obesity  BMI and waist : hip ratio  

4 How does diet affect obesity? Eating too much increases 
mass/obesity. 

 

5 How does exercise affect obesity? More exercise can decrease 
obesity. 

 

6 How is obesity correlated with cardiovascular disease?  Increasing obesity increases 
the risk of disease. 

 

7 How is smoking tobacco correlated with cardiovascular disease? The more a person smokes, 
the greater the person’s risk 
of cardiovascular disease. 

 

8 Name two different types of treatment for cardiovascular disease.  Any two from: bypass 
surgery or stent surgery; 
lifelong medication such as 
to prevent blood clots or 
reduce blood pressure; 
lifestyle changes such as 
giving up smoking, 
increasing exercise or 
changing diet. 

 

9 What is a pathogen?  A microorganism that causes 
disease in/harms the body. 

 



10 Are diseases caused by pathogens communicable or non-communicable? communicable  

 

 

 

TOPIC CB5e Spreading disease 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Which type of pathogen is HIV virus  

2 Which type of pathogen causes malaria? protist  

3 Which species is affected by chalara dieback? ash trees  

4 Which type of pathogen causes cholera?  bacterium  

5 Which organ does tuberculosis damage? lungs  

6 Which pathogen attacks the white blood cells of the immune system? HIV  

7 What are the symptoms of malaria?  damage to blood and liver, 
fever 

 

8 What damage to ash trees is caused by chalara dieback? leaf loss/bark lesions/crown 
dieback 

 

9 How can the spread of chalara dieback be reduced or prevented?  by destroying infected wood  

10 Why does killing mosquitoes help prevent malaria? It stops the malaria 
pathogen being spread. 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB5f Physical and chemical barriers 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Which type of pathogen causes cholera? bacterium: Vibrio cholerae  

2 How is cholera spread? oral transmission/usually in 
water 

 

3 How is cholera ash dieback spread? air  

4 How can the spread of cholera be reduced or prevented? avoid drinking infected 
water, e.g. boil or treat 
water to kill the cholera 
pathogen 

 

5 How could the spread of tuberculosis be reduced or prevented? by isolating infected 
people/preventing 
transmission of  bacteria in 
air or by touch 

 

6 Which term is used for organisms that spread disease from one host to 
another? 

vector  

7 Which organism carries the pathogen that causes malaria from one host 
to another?  

mosquito  

8 How does the malarial pathogen get into its host? The mosquito sucks human 
blood. 

 

9 Which barrier to infection traps pathogens and dirt in the lungs? lungs  

10 Name a chemical defence against infection in the stomach. hydrochloric acid  

 

 

 

TOPIC CB5g The Immune System 

Q Question Answer revised 



1 Which barrier to infection covers the body? The skin  

2 Why does that barrier protect against infection? thick/difficult for pathogens 
to get through 

 

3 How are trapped pathogens moved out of the lungs? movement of cilia  

4 How does the chemical defence in the stomach help to protect against 
infection? 

It is highly acidic, which kills 
many pathogens. 

 

5 Which chemical defence against infection is found in tears and saliva? lysozyme  

6 How does this chemical defence protect against infection? The enzyme breaks down 
bacterial cell walls. 

 

7 How are Chlamydia and HIV transmitted? sexually transmitted 
infections/STIs 

 

8 Explain one way that the spread of Chlamydia or HIV could be reduced or 
prevented. 

any answer that indicates 
prevention of contact with 
sexual fluids, or infected 
breast milk to a baby 

 

9 What usually triggers an immune response? presence of 
pathogen/antigen in body 

 

10 What name is given to the molecules released  into the blood by 
immune system cells? 

antibodies  

 

TOPIC CB5h Antibiotics  

Q Question Answer revised 

1 Which type of blood cell is important in the immune response? white blood cell/lymphocyte  

2 What name is given to the molecules on pathogens that the immune 
system responds to? 

antigen  

3 Which cells are left in the blood after an infection has been cleared? memory lymphocytes  

4 What is the function of the cells left in the blood after infection? to protect against further 
infection by the same 
pathogen 

 

5 Does immunity to one pathogen make you immune to other pathogens? no (usually)  

6 Give two ways that a secondary response differs from a primary response 
to an infection. 

faster and much larger 
production of antibodies 

 

7 Which name is given to the inactive form of a pathogen used in 
immunisation? 

vaccine  

8 Why are people immunised against diseases? to stop them being ill if they 
are infected with particular 
pathogens 

 

9 Which medicines are used to treat infections caused by bacteria? antibiotics  

10 When possible new medicines are being developed, what are they tested 
on in the first stage of testing? 

cell/tissue cultures  

 

 

TOPIC CB6a Photosynthesis 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 In a food chain, consumers eat other 
organisms. What word is used to describe 
organisms that make their own food? 

producers  

2 What process do plants and algae use to make 
their own food? 

photosynthesis  

3 In what sub-cellular part of a plant cell does 
photosynthesis occur? 

chloroplast  



4 What substance from the air do plants need for 
photosynthesis? 

carbon dioxide  

5 What substance from the ground do plants need 
for photosynthesis? 

water  

6 What organs do plants use to get water from the 
ground? 

roots  

7 How are roots adapted to getting water from the 
ground quickly? 

large surface area, 
root hair cells 

 

8 What energy-storing compound is made in 
photosynthesis 

glucose  

9 Suggest one use for glucose in a plant. respiration, making 
other substances 

 

10 In what sub-cellular part of a plant cell does 
respiration occur? 

mitochondria  

 

 

 

TOPIC CB6b Factors that affect photosynthesis 
Q Question Answer revised 
1 What product of photosynthesis is a gas at 

room temperature? 
oxygen  

2 
Plants photosynthesise. Name one other group 
of organisms that photosynthesise. 

algae or 
cyanobacteria 

 

3 What reactant in photosynthesis is a gas at 
room temperature? 

carbon dioxide  

4 
What are all the materials that make up an 
organism known as?  

Biomass  

5 In what subcellular parts of plants does 
photosynthesis occur?  

chloroplasts  

6 Where does all the energy originally come from 
in most food chains?  

the Sun  

7 What polymer inside chloroplasts is made from 
glucose? 

starch  

8 Name the main sugar that is transported 
around most plants. 

sucrose  

9 How are most leaves adapted to only allow gas 
exchange during the day?  

stomata  

10 What do we mean by the ‘rate’ of 
photosynthesis?   

the speed of the 
reactions 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB6c  Absorbing water and mineral ions 
Q Question Answer revised 
1 

What is a rate of reaction?   how fast a reaction 
happens 

 

 

2 
What do we call something that prevents a rate of 
reaction increasing?   

 

limiting factor 

 

 

3 
If light intensity is a limiting factor, what happens 
to the rate of photosynthesis when it is increased?  
 

The rate increases. 

 

 

4 
When there is plenty of light and plenty of carbon 
dioxide, suggest one factor that could be limiting.  
 

temperature or 
water 
 

 

5 What happens to the rate of photosynthesis as a 
plant is moved further away from a light source?  
 

It decreases. 
 

 

6 What relationship is shown by a straight line 
through the points on a scatter graph 

linear relationship 

 
 

7 What sort of linear relationship is shown by a 
straight line through the origin? 

direct proportion 

 
 

8 By what law does light intensity vary with 
distance?  
 

inverse square law 

 
 

9 What is light intensity inversely proportional to?  
 

distance squared 

 
 

10 What happens to plants if they do not get enough 
water to fill their cells 

They wilt. 
 

 

TOPIC CB6d Transpiration and translocation  

 
Q Question Answer revised 
1 

What term is used to describe the amount of a concentration  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB7a Hormones 

 
Q Question Answer revised 

1 Which cells in the nervous system detect 
changes? 

receptor cells  

substance in a certain unit volume?    
2 What term is used to describe the overall 

movement of particles from higher 
concentration to lower concentration? 

diffusion 

 

 

3 What term is used to describe the overall 
movement of solvent particles from higher 
concentration to lower concentration through a 
partially permeable membrane? 

osmosis 

 

 

4 
What is the gradual change in concentration 
from one place to another called?   
 

concentration 
gradient 
 

 

5 What process do cells use to transport 
substances against their concentration 
gradient?  

 

active transport 
 

 

6 What adaptation do some root cells have in 
order to increase the amount of water they can 
absorb? 

root hairs 

 
 

7 Why do cells that use active transport often 
have a lot of mitochondria 

 

Active transport 
needs a lot of 
energy. 
 

 

8 What do plants need nitrate ions for?  
 

making proteins 

 
 

9 Through what vessels is water moved up a 
plant?   

 

xylem vessels 

 
 

10 Through what tissue are sugars transported 
around a plant? 

phloem tissue 

 
 



2 Sense organs contain receptors cells. Give 
one example of a sense organ.  

e.g. eye, ear, 
nose, tongue, skin 

 

3 Which parts of the body cause the response to 
a stimulus? 

effectors  

4 Give an example of an effector. 
 

one of: muscle, 
gland 
 

 

5 In what form is information transmitted in the 
nervous system? 
 

(electrical) 
impulses 
 

 

6 How are soluble chemical substances (e.g. 
digested food molecules) carried around the 
body?  

in the blood / 
plasma 
 

 

7 Name one hormone produced in the male 
reproductive system. 

testosterone  

8 Name one hormone produced by ovaries. one of: oestrogen, 
progesterone 

 

9 Which general name is given to an organ that 
responds to a hormone? 
 

target organ 

 
 

10 What effect do hormones have on organs that 
respond to them? 

change how the 
organ is working 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB7b Hormonal control of metabolic rate 

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What is the name for a gland that produces a 
hormone? 

endocrine gland  

2 Name the organ that produces oestrogen.  Ovary 
 

 

3 Name the organ at the base of the brain that 
produces many hormones. 

pituitary gland  

4 What is the name for an organ that is affected by 
a hormone? 

target organ  

5 Name an organ that is affected by growth 
hormone. 
 

bones/muscles 
 
 

 

6 How do hormones travel around the body? 
 

in the blood 
 

 

7 Which hormone brings about changes in a boy’s 
body during puberty? 

testosterone 
 

 



8 Where is adrenalin made? 
 

adrenal glands 
 

 

9 Describe one effect of adrenalin on the body. 
 

any suitable effect, 
such as: increases 
heart rate, 
increases breathing 
rate, increases 
blood pressure, 
increases blood 
sugar 
concentration, 
dilates pupils 
 

 

10 What is the role of thyroxine in the body?  
 

to control metabolic 
rate 
 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB7c The menstrual cycle  

Q Question Answer revised 

1 What name is given to a substance produced in 
the body that changes how its target organs work 

hormone 

 

 

2 Name the endocrine gland that produces 
testosterone.  

testis/testes 
 

 

3 How does testosterone get from where it is made 
to its target organs?  

in blood 

 

 

4 Name the hormone that produces changes in girls 
as they become women. 

oestrogen 
 

 

5 In which gland is thyroxine produced? thyroid gland  
6 What is the function of thyroxine in the body? controls metabolic 

rate 
 

7 Which hormone controls the fight or flight 
response? 

adrenalin  

8 Which term describes when a change in a system 
causes the opposite change, returning the system 
to a normal level? 
 

negative feedback 
 

 

9 What name is given to the cycle of changes in a 
woman’s reproductive system that happens every 
month? 
 

menstrual cycle 
 

 

10 What name is given to methods that prevent 
fertilisation? 

Contraception 
 

 



 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB7d Hormones and the menstrual cycle  
 

Q Question Answer revised 
1 Which term describes the cycle of changes in a 

woman’s body that happens about every 28 
days? 

menstrual cycle  

2 On approximately which day of the menstrual 
cycle is an egg cell released from an ovary? 

day 14 
 

 

3 Name two hormones that help to control the 
menstrual cycle.  
 

two of: oestrogen, 
progesterone, FSH, 
LH – although the 
latter two will 
probably not have 
been covered yet 

 

4 State where oestrogen is produced. ovaries  

5 How do changes in the blood concentrations of 
oestrogen and progesterone trigger 
menstruation?  

Concentrations of 
both hormones 
decrease. 

 

6 Which term describes any method used to 
reduce the chance of pregnancy?  

Contraception  

7 Give one example of a physical barrier method of 
contraception. 

any one suitable 
method, such as: 
condom, 
diaphragm/cap 

 

8 Which endocrine organ produces the hormones 
FSH and LH? 

pituitary gland  

9 A surge in blood concentration of which hormone 
triggers the release of an egg from an ovary? 

LH 

 
 

10 Which three-letter abbreviation is used to 
describe a method of increasing the chance of 
pregnancy by fertilising an egg cell outside the 
body?  

IVF 
 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB7e Control of blood glucose  

Q Question Answer revised 

1 In the menstrual cycle, what usually ovulation  



happens at about day 14? 

2 What change in the concentrations of 
oestrogen and progesterone causes 
menstruation? 

Concentrations of 
both hormones 
decrease. 

 

3 How does use of a condom during sexual 
activity help to reduce the risk of 
pregnancy? 

prevents sperm 
reaching the egg 

 

4 How does the combined contraceptive pill 
help to reduce the risk of pregnancy? 

 

one of:contains 
hormones that 
prevent 
ovulation/reduces 
chance of sperm 
reaching egg 

 

5 A surge in concentration of which hormone 
triggers ovulation?  

LH  

6 Which hormone stimulates the growth and 
maturation of an egg follicle? 

FSH 
 

 

7 Which hormone treatment can be given to 
women who rarely ovulate, to increase their 
chance of ovulation?  

clomifene therapy 
 

 

8 In which ART technique is a woman given 
two natural hormones to cause the release 
of many eggs from her ovaries? 

IVF  

9 Name one target organ of insulin that helps 
to reduce blood glucose concentration. 

muscle/liver 
 

 

10 What name is given to the condition in which 
people cannot control their blood glucose 
concentration properly? 

Diabetes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC CB7f Type 2 diabetes 

Q Question Answer revised 
1 Which term means maintaining a constant 

internal environment? 
homeostasis  

2 What effect does eating food have on blood 
glucose concentration? 

increases 
 

 



3 What effect does exercise have on blood 
glucose concentration? 

Decreases  

4 Which hormone(s) control(s) blood glucose 
concentration? 

insulin, glucagon  

5 Which endocrine gland produces this 
hormone/ these hormones? 

pancreas  

6 What happens to glucose taken into liver cells 
as a response to a hormone? 

changed to 
glycogen 

 

7 What causes type 1 diabetes? no insulin 
produced 

 

8 What type of treatment must someone with 
type 1 diabetes have for the rest of their lives? 

injection of insulin  

9 What causes type 2 diabetes? 
 

either not enough 
insulin produced, 
or insulin target 
cells do not 
respond properly 

 

10 How is type 2 diabetes correlated with body 
mass? 

Increasing body 
mass increases 
the risk of type 2 
diabetes. 

 

 

 

 

Efficient transport  

and exchange  CB8 

 

1  What do we mean when we talk about the concentration of a substance? 

  The amount of the substance in a certain volume (usually of another substance) 

2 By what process do particles move from a place of greater concentration to a place of lower 

concentration? 

  diffusion 

3  In diffusion, do particles move up or down a concentration gradient?  

  down 

4   For what process in the body do we need oxygen?  

  aerobic respiration 

5   What gases are exchanged in the lungs?  

  oxygen and carbon dioxide 



6  What molecule is used to carry oxygen in red blood cells? 

  haemoglobin 

7 A cuboid has sides of 4 cm by 4 cm by 5 cm. What units would be used for its surface area? 

  cm2 

8 A cuboid has sides of 4 cm by 4 cm by 5 cm. What units would be used for its volume? 

  cm3 

9 A cell has a surface area of 24 cm2 and a volume of 8 cm3. What is the ratio of its surface area to its 

volume? 

3 : 1, although note that surface area : volume  

10  How are the lungs adapted for efficient gas exchange?  

   

The circulatory system CB8b 

 

1  Which organ excretes carbon dioxide in humans? 

  lung(s) 

2  In what pocket-shaped structures does carbon dioxide excretion occur? 

  Alveoli 

3  Why do alveoli have walls that are only one cell thick?  

  to increase the rate of diffusion 

4   Which organ excretes urea in humans?  

  kidney(s) 

5  What do you divide surface area by to calculate a surface area : volume (SA : V) ratio?  

  volume 

6  Which have the bigger SA : V ratios, smaller cells or larger cells? 

  Smaller 

7  Does diffusion happen up or down a concentration gradient? 

  down 

8  What are the smallest blood vessels in the body called? 

  capillaries 

9  What is the name of the blood vessels that carry blood away from the heart? 

  arteries 



10  What is the function of an erythrocyte?  

  to carry oxygen 

 

The heart CB8c 

 

1  Which blood vessels take blood away from the heart? 

  arteries 

2  Which blood vessels have thick, elastic walls? 

  Arteries 

3  Which blood vessels contain valves?  

  veins 

4  Through which blood vessels does diffusion of substances into and out of tissues take place?  

  Capillaries 

5   Which blood cells are adapted to carry oxygen?  

  red blood cells, erythrocytes 

6  Which blood cells engulf and digest foreign cells? 

  phagocytes 

7  Which component of the blood carries urea? 

  plasma 

8  What helps to push blood along veins in the legs? 

  skeletal muscles 

9  How many chambers does a human heart have? 

  four 

10  What happens when blood is prevented from reaching heart muscles?  

  heart attack 

 

Cellular respiration CB8d 

 

1  What are the lower chambers of the heart called? 

  ventricles 



2  What stops blood flowing the wrong way in the heart? 

  Valves 

3  Which side of the heart has the thicker muscle walls?  

  left side 

4   What parts of the body does the right side of the heart supply with blood?  

  lungs 

5   Which blood vessel carries blood to the left atrium from the lungs?  

  pulmonary vein 

6  Does the pulmonary artery carry deoxygenated or oxygenated blood? 

  deoxygenated 

7  Why does heart rate increase during exercise? 

  cells in tissues need more oxygen/glucose 

8 Jack’s stroke volume is 0.1 litres/beat and his heart rate is 50 beats per minute. What is his cardiac 

output? 

  0.1 × 50 = 5 litres/min 

9  What element does aerobic respiration need that anaerobic respiration does not? 

  oxygen 

10  What happens to energy in an exothermic reaction?  

  It is transferred to the surroundings. 

 

CB9  Ecosystems and Material Cycles. 

1 Which term describes organisms, such as plants or algae, that make their own food? 

  producers 

2  Why can plants and algae make their own food? 

  cells contain chlorophyll/carry out photosynthesis 

3  Which term describes organisms that get their food by eating other organisms?  

  consumers 

4   Which term describes animals that eat plants or algae?  

  herbivores/primary consumers 

5   Which term describes animals that kill and eat other animals? 

  predators/carnivores/secondary consumers 



6  Name a type of diagram that shows the feeding relationships between organisms. 

  food chain/food web 

7 Which scientific term means all the organisms and the environment they interact with? 

  ecosystem 

8 Which scientific term means all individuals of the same species living in a particular area? 

  Population 

9 Which piece of equipment could be used to investigate the number of plants in an area? 

  quadrat 

10 Fifty daisy plants have been found in a 10 m2 sample of a 100 m2 lawn. Estimate the total 

population of daisies in the lawn.  

  50 × 100 / 10 = 500 

     50 in 10 m2 

  × 10         × 10 

   500 in 100 m2 

CB9b Abiotic factors 

 

1 Which ecological term describes all the animals, plants, other organisms, rain, soil and other 

factors in a rainforest? 

  ecosystem 

2  Which ecological term describes all the organisms living in a lake? 

  Community 

3  Groups of the same species living in different areas are different … ?  

  populations 

4   In a food web, which term describes organisms that feed on plants?  

  herbivores/primary consumers 

5  Which term describes how one species needs other species in the same food web for its survival? 

  interdependence 

6 In a study of abundance of small plants in a field, samples are taken using which piece of 

equipment? 

  Quadrat 

7  Name two resources that plants need from their environment. 



any two from: light, water/rainfall, space, nutrients, warmth/temperature, carbon dioxide, 

oxygen/air 

8 Which term describes something that has been added to the environment, causing harm to the 

organisms? 

  pollution/pollutant 

9 Which method can be used to study the distribution of organisms (how they are spread) in a 

straight line through an ecosystem? 

  belt transect 

10  Give two examples of abiotic factors that affect organisms.  

any two from: light, water/rainfall, space, nutrients, warmth/temperature, carbon dioxide/oxygen 

concentration 

 

 

CB 9c Biotic factors 

 

1 Which term describes the non-living factors of an environment, such as temperature, light 

intensity and water availability? 

abiotic factors 

2  For which process in plants is light intensity an important factor? 

Photosynthesis 

3  How could a reduction in light intensity affect primary consumers in a community?  

less food/plant biomass for animals to eat 

4   Which term describes an animal that kills and eats other animals? 

predator/any consumer apart from primary 

5   Which term describes animals that are killed and eaten by other animals?  

prey 

6  Which term describes environmental harm caused by the build-up of substances? 

Pollution 

7 Which fieldwork technique uses a quadrat to find out about the distribution of organisms across a 

habitat? 

belt transect 

8 During the last 10 000 years, temperatures in the Arctic have risen. Suggest how this may have 

caused the extinction of woolly mammoths. 



any sensible suggestion, such as: mammoths  

over-heated, plants on which mammoths fed became extinct 

9 Which term describes the struggle between organisms for a limited resource such as food? 

competition 

10  Which term describes living factors in a community that affect other organisms?  

biotic factors 

 

CB9d Parasitism 

 

1  Is predation an abiotic or biotic factor in ecosystems? 

biotic 

2  Which term describes the struggle between organisms for a limited resource? 

Competition 

3 Give one example of a limited resource that animals might struggle with each other for.  

any suitable example, such as: mates, nesting space, food, water 

4  Give one example of a limited resource that plants might struggle with each other for. 

any suitable example, such as: light, water, nutrients 

5   Which term means the number of different species living in an area?  

biodiversity 

6 Which cycle describes the relationship in population size of a secondary consumer and the animal 

species that it eats? 

predator–prey cycle 

7 You might expect the number of predators to drop in an area if their preferred prey species 

declines in number. Suggest why this drop may not occur. 

the predators start to eat a different prey 

8 The malaria protist causes harm when it infects a human. Which term describes this relationship 

between the malaria protist and human? 

Parasitism 

9  How does the malaria protist benefit from being inside a human? 

anything suitable, such as: gets nutrients, multiplies in number 

10 Which term describes a close relationship between two species that benefits both species?  

 Mutualism  



 

Biotic factors Cb9 

 

1 Tapeworms live in the human gut, and can cause malnutrition. Which term describes this close 

relationship? 

parasitic 

2 In the tapeworm/human example, which term describes the role of the human in the 

relationship? 

Host 

3 In the tapeworm/human example, how does the tapeworm benefit from the relationship?  

gets food/shelter 

4  Single-celled algae live inside coral animals and share the products of photosynthesis with the 

animal. Which term describes this close relationship? 

Mutualistic 

5   In the alga/coral example, how does the alga benefit from the relationship?  

protected from environment 

6 How would you find out whether a close relationship between two organisms is parasitic? 

check that one benefits and the other is harmed 

7  Which term means the number of different species in an area? 

biodiversity 

8  Which term describes a species living in an area it normally does not live in? 

non-indigenous/non-native/introduced 

9 Which scientific term describes the addition of lots of nutrients to an area, such as to a river  

or lake? 

eutrophication 

10  Which term describes growing fish in pens or pools to provide humans with food? 

fish farming 

 

 

Biodiversity CB9e 

 

1  Which scientific term means a species that has been introduced to a new area? 



non-indigenous/non-native 

2  What has been added to water that has undergone eutrophication? 

Nutrients 

3  What effect does eutrophication have on plants and algae?  

increases rate of growth 

4   Eutrophication of rivers and lakes can decrease biodiversity. What does this mean? 

decrease in number of species 

5  Much of the salmon sold in supermarkets comes from fish grown in pens or pools. What is this 

method of production called?  

fish farming 

6  How can a species introduced to an area reduce biodiversity? 

by predation/competition 

7  How can fish farming increase the biodiversity of wild fish communities? 

reduced capture of wild fish for humans to eat 

8  Which term means protecting species or their habitat? 

Conservation 

9  Which term means planting new trees in a large area where trees were cut down? 

Reforestation 

10  How can planting trees increase animal biodiversity?  

provides more food/habitats 

 

 Preserving BiodiversityCB9f 

 

1  Which term describes the protection of an organism or its habitat? 

conservation 

2  Which term means that all the individuals of a certain species have died out? 

Extinct 

3 Which term means that all the individuals of  

a certain species may die out soon?  

endangered 



4  Protecting a habitat to save one particular species can have other benefits for wildlife. Describe 

one of those benefits. 

increased biodiversity/protect other species in the habitat 

5   Which term means to plant trees where they once grew but have been cut down?  

reforestation 

6  Describe one benefit to wildlife of planting more trees. 

e.g. more or different resources/increased biodiversity 

7 In the water cycle, which physical process causes liquid water to change into water vapour? 

evaporation 

8  Which process in plants takes water from the soil and passes it to the air? 

Transpiration 

9 In the water cycle, which process causes water droplets to form in clouds from water vapour in the 

air? 

Condensation 

 

10  Give one reason why water is important to animals.  

part of blood/plasma, dissolved solutes in reactions in cytoplasm, maintaining cell/tissue shape 

 

Cycles-CB9g 

 

1  Name one material, other than water, that cycles through ecosystems. 

any one suitable, e.g. carbon, nitrogen 

2  Which process changes water on the Earth’s surface into water vapour in the air? 

Evaporation 

3 Which process describes how plants absorb water from the soil and release it into the air?  

transpiration 

4  Which process causes the formation of clouds of water droplets from water vapour in the air?  

Condensation 

5   What is potable water?  

suitable for drinking 

6  Which process produces potable water from salty water? 



desalination/distillation 

7  Name one group of organisms that includes decomposers. 

any suitable, e.g. bacteria, fungi, microorganisms 

8  In what form is carbon in the atmosphere? 

carbon dioxide 

9  Name one carbon compound found in living organisms. 

any suitable carbon-containing compound,  

e.g. sugars, fats, proteins, DNA 

10  Which process of living organisms removes carbon from the atmosphere?  

Photosynthesis 

 

Nitrogen Cycle CB9i 

 

1  Which term describes an organism that breaks down dead plants or animals? 

decomposer 

2  Which term describes the breaking down of dead plant or animal tissue? 

decay/decomposition 

3  Which process in living organisms adds carbon to the atmosphere?  

respiration 

4   Which process causes carbon to be added to the atmosphere from fossil fuels? 

Combustion 

5   Which biotic process removes carbon from the atmosphere?  

photosynthesis 

6 Name two groups of organisms that carry out the biotic process that removes carbon from the 

atmosphere. 

any two groups that are producers, e.g. plants, algae 

7  Why do fertilisers added to fields affect plant growth? 

contain nutrients 

8 Name one problem caused to the environment by spreading too much fertiliser on fields. 

any suitable, e.g. eutrophication of water, death of fish in rivers 

9 Which name is given to bacteria that convert nitrogen from the air into nitrogen compounds? 



nitrogen-fixing bacteria 

10 Name one alternative to using powdered fertiliser that a farmer could use to improve crop growth 

 

any suitable, e.g. spread manure/animal waste,  

crop rotation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


